
Sahaya4Us

Overview:

You have a myriad tasks to do. Kids craft project, last minute grocery runs,
urgent business trip, or take your pet for boarding. Some are routine chores
i.e groceries, cleaning, dry-cleaning and on ad infinitum.
Some tasks you are pressed for time, some tasks you have no expertise in. 
These tasks take your valuable time away from caring for your near and 
dear ones or spend the time on interests that are close to you. Consequently
you rush thru them. You get bored, you also get tired just about managing 
to complete them.
Wishing someone more competent in that area would do them for you and 
wondering if you would ever be able to find someone like that ?
This is where Sahaya4Us steps in. Helping you connect to that someone 
who will help you.



We are a service that allows you to have a trusted helping hand so that you 
maximize your time while feeling secured and assured.

Project Execution:
This stage involves performing work/activities defined in the project 
management plan to satisfy project specifications; coordinating people and
resources.
 
 1) Requirements Solicitation: In this phase, we try to understand 
requirements of a system or requirement gathering from customers, users, 
and stakeholders by conducting meetings, interviews, brainstorming 
sessions, questionnaires, prototyping etc.

 2) Analysis & Design: Now in analysis & Design phase we analys the 
requirements.After the ananlysis we design a description of a database 
schema and software objects. 

 3) Developing: After Analysis & Design phase, We start development 
according to the client requirements with our dedicated development team.

 4) Testing:  After the development  of particular module, we handover the
module to testers for proper testing. 

5) Deployment: In final phase we deploy the code in Heroku for live 
testing and after that we deploy it on production server.

Feature: 
1) Sahaya4Us provide plateform to find the better subscriber for your 
errands.
2) Provide plateform to chat with the relevent subscriber regarding task.
3) Provider and subscriber both can give feedback.
4) Admin Management.


